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Dear readers,
this year, PATRIZIA is publishing a report about the
European commercial real estate market for the first
time. Following the economic downturn in the Euro
countries after the financial market crisis, the jitters
on the European capital market have been largely
calmed and the investment volume on the European market for commercial real estate has reached its
highest level since 2007. So it is just the right time 
to analyse the current situation on the E uropean
markets for office and retail real estate in order to
provide an overview of its future development.
In times of lower interest rates and a lack of investment alternatives, commercial real estate assets present a profitable and comparatively low-risk investment
from the point of view of institutional investors. However, investors have to ask the right questions in order
to reach the optimal investment decision in a constantly changing market environment. Our analysis shows

that the commercial real estate market in Europe is
very heterogeneous. Nevertheless, despite differences
in development across the countries, a uniform trend
is evident: prime yields for commercial real estate are
falling across Europe, not only in top locations but also
in B-locations. The reasons for this are the high demand for and limited supply of high-class properties.
On the basis of this development, an increasing shift in
investor interest towards core-plus properties and
value-add properties has been observed. At the same
time, effective asset management and stable cash
flows are becoming more and more important. Favou
rable financing conditions and Europe’s continuing
economic recovery will ensure that the “commercial
real estate” asset class remains an attractive investment going forward.
I wish you interesting and insightful reading.
Yours faithfully,
Wolfgang Egger
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Executive summary
Recovery on the European markets: After the
markets largely recovered from the recession
in 2009 and 2010 as a result of state intervention, there was a renewed economic downturn in
2011. Only from the second half of 2013 did the
economy begin to pick up again, with the economic situation in the Euro Zone gradually easing. The current market environment for European
commercial real estate assets is characterised
by low financing interest rates, a low inflation
rate and a slight upturn in domestic demand.
 iscrepancy across the Euro Zone: While ecoD
nomic development across Europe is trending positively, individual states are recovering at different
degrees. Although political efforts to eliminate financial discrepancies remain high, the heterogeneous market environment requires investors to have
a good knowledge of the submarkets, in order to
obtain a balance between risks and opportunities.
Commercial real estate represents a safe haven
for investors: As a result of the general uncertainty and varying market momentum in the individual member states, investors are still facing an
elevated level of uncertainty. Between 2010 and
2013, the flight from government bonds led to investment pressure driving investors more and more
to investments with higher potential yields. This increased demand for commercial real estate sharply.
Prime yields remain under pressure: As a result
of the ongoing and high demand for commercial
real estate in Europe, the supply of suitable investment assets is diminishing steadily. This results in
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rising prices and falling prime yields. As a result investors are increasingly dependent on effective asset management combined with low vacancy rates.
Retail properties in transition: As a result of the
upturn in online business and the resulting change
in consumer behaviour, the structure of retail trade
has changed significantly over the last 15 years. As
a consequence, demand for retail properties has
also changed significantly. Large regional differences in consumer demand have put pressure on the
retail markets to adjust.
Two groups of markets: In terms of return and risk,
the European retail market is split into two groups.
Markets like Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark
are less volatile and achieve high returns compared
with the risk incurred. In contrast, countries like
Great Britain, Sweden, Spain and Portugal have
shown that their returns are comparatively low in
relation to the risk incurred.
Value-add is key: Fundamental data for the Euro
Zone indicate a slow but solid upturn. In an envi
ronment with continuing low interest rates and
improved growth rates, investors are taking on
additional risks. Due to low availability in the core
segment, they are switching to secondary locations
and value-add products. Although coupons on
sovereign bonds are slowly recovering, (prime)
yields on the market for European commercial real
estate will fall further in the medium term. At the
same time, the yield gap between small and
medium-sized cities and the large investment
centres will converge.
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Macroeconomic conditions
and future challenges
Current and medium-term conditions in the Euro
Zone: The development of the Euro Zone after the collapse of the financial markets generated a high degree
of uncertainty followed by a huge loss of production
resulting in a massive production gap. With several
programmes to stabilise, restore and reform the Euro
pean economy, equivalent to a financial injection of
about 2 % of the EU’s GDP1, it looked as if macroeconomic stability had more or less been restored by the
end 2009. This monetary and fiscal stimulus not only
¹ See: Economic and Financial Affairs, European Commission,
7/2009: Economic Crisis in Europe: Causes, Consequences
and Responses.

prevented a collapse of the Euro Zone and its monetary
union, it also resulted in an environment of decent economic growth for about two years. However, the Euro
Zone entered another recessionary phase in 2011; fortunately the economic downturn this time was not as
significant. After a prolonged period of negative output growth in the euro area, economic activity picked
up speed again in the second half of 2013, showing a
slight recovery. Recent market data and the latest macroeconomic projections show promising signs that
the Euro Zone is recovering and will be gradually entering a (new) growth cycle over the coming quarters.
The current economic environment with low interest

Actual and projected GDP in the euro zone
190
Change of GDP in Euro. Estimations derived from the projections of the ECB and Consensus.
The outer lines correspond to the standard deviation in the estimated GDP value for each quarter.
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and inflation rates should support domestic demand in
the medium term, and, after a year of low export volumes, demand in the advanced economies is expected
to grow as well. Overall the current and medium-term
outlook is robust enough to expect solid expansion in
the aggregated sectors of the European economy.
However, the two recessions since 2008 have not
vanished without a trace. While the fiscal consolidation and structural reforms introduced in southern
European countries achieved important results during the last year, the process towards a sustainable fiscal position is still underway. In addition, the disparity
across labour markets has been steadily growing and
is increasingly affecting human capital, which is essential for the economic growth of advanced economies in the long term. Finally, the current monetary
situation of the Euro Zone is characterized by very low
consumer price inflation, which – based on the latest assessment and monetary policy decisions – will
we will continue to see in the medium-term. Structural imbalances and investment uncertainty across
the EU member states therefore result in an outlook
pointing to fragile and uneven economic growth with
many economic challenges, vulnerabilities and, at the
same time, opportunities and investment chances.
A monetary union with asymmetric business
cycles: One of the “weaknesses” the Euro Zone has
had to deal with since its creation concerns the heterogenic response to economic shocks among its member countries. This effect is referred to as asymmetric
shocks and implies that the effect of recessionary/
expansionary cycles is not directly transmitted in the
same magnitude and intensity in all countries due to
their different industry composition, external trade conditions, labour market structures and, lastly, government policies. Thus, on the one hand, the quality and
quantity of existing production factors affect the level of output and, on the other hand, each EU country responds differently to external shocks, e. g., the
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Lehman Brothers crash. Given that each country has
a maximum achievable level of output with its given
available resources, it is possible to quantify the difference between actual and potential output. The difference is referred to as the output gap and is defined as
the percentage deviation of the actual level of output
from the potential level. Therefore, the higher the output gap, the higher the machine utilization rate and the
higher the economic output in relation to current production capacity. Conversely, the lower the gap, the
lower the machine utilization rate and the lower the
demand that could potentially be generated by existing capacities. A negative gap implies that the country
has not used all its resources and production capacities to generate economic output. A positive gap
means that the machines have been used at full capacity and have generated additional output in relation to
current production capacity. One of the “weaknesses” the Euro Zone has had to deal with since its creation concerns the heterogenic response to economic
shocks among its member countries. This effect is referred to as asymmetric shocks and implies that the
effect of recessionary/expansionary cycles is not directly transmitted in the same magnitude and intensity
in all countries due to their different industry composition, external trade conditions, labour market structures and, lastly, government policies. Thus, on the
one hand, the quality and quantity of existing production factors affect the level of output and, on the other
hand, each EU country responds differently to external shocks, e. g., the Lehman Brothers crash. Given
that each country has a maximum achievable level of
output with its given available resources, it is possible
to quantify the difference between actual and potential output. The difference is referred to as the output
gap and is defined as the percentage deviation of the
actual level of output from the potential level2. Therefore, the higher the output gap, the higher the machine
utilization rate and the higher the economic output in
² See: European Central Bank, Monthly Bulletin, 1/2010: Trends in
Potential Output.
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Asymmetric sensitivity of country output gap to unemployment
Output gap is calculated as the percentage deviation of the actual level of output from the potential level using the measurements
standards of the OECD in local currency.
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relation to current production capacity. Conversely,
the lower the gap, the lower the machine utilization
rate and the lower the demand that could potentially be generated by existing capacities. A negative gap
implies that the country has not used all its resources and production capacities to generate economic
output. A positive gap means that the machines have
been used at full capacity and have generated additional output in relation to current production capacity.
A look at the output gap over a period of 21 years since
1992 and its relationship to unemployment confirms
the theoretically logical conclusion that positive output gap production is more likely in countries with lower unemployment rates. It is also apparent that the
effect of a change in the working population does not
have the same impact in each of the observed countries. For example, while the output gap reacts with
almost the same magnitude to a change in unemployment in the UK and Germany, a change in unemployment in France affects economic production to a much

a greater extent. When looking at the Nordic countries,
the affect of a change on the labour markets seems to
be almost uniform across Finland, Norway and Sweden,
whereas Denmark shows a different, more flat gradient, implying that Denmark’s economic output is more
sensitive to variations in the labour market. All in all,
the effect of economic shocks on European countries
is asymmetric, mainly because of the different economic and institutional frameworks. This observation
poses one of the main future challenges for the European Union in terms of developing policies to remedy existing imbalances and suggests that the potential
rate of resource utilization over time is heavily dependent on the effects of policies in favour to job creation.
The dramatic economic changes that followed the financial breakdown affected companies’ strategies for
generating output and creating income. Across Euro
pe, the speed of recovery of financial institutions and
industry sectors was only partly successful and still
paints a varied picture. The real estate industry in

The development of European real estate stocks
(FTSE EPRA NAREIT Index Euro Zone, Jan. = 100) Total return index rebased yearly on January 1st.
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Old and young dependency ratio in European countries
Dependency ratios measure the ratio of the young and old population in relation to the active working population
in accordance with the Eurostat definition.
Young dependency ratio

Population
growth

Old dependency ratio

Country

1992

2012

%p Δ

1992

2012

%p Δ
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45 %
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-5 %

36 %
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particular has been one of the most prosperous sectors since the beginning of the 2000s and, at the same
time, was one of the sectors most affected by the
global downturn. In terms of the development of the
yearly indexed FTSE EPRA NAREIT Index in the Euro
Zone, the economic momentum before 2006 generated returns of up to 40 % on an annual basis. The FTSE
EPRA NAREIT then fell two years in a row. However, in terms of the economic business cycle and FTSE
stock performance of the last three years, a prediction for the short term is a far cry from being without uncertainty. The development of real estate stock
over the last three years reflects a very mixed pattern that does not significantly correlate with fundamental European economic data. With the majority
of countries growing in 2011, real estate stock fell by
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around 20 % on average. In contrast, during the last
two recessionary years in Europe the performance
of real estate stock has been inconsistent with more
than 20 % growth in 2012 and only ca. 3 % in 2013.
Human capital as a scare production factor: The
demographic challenges that Europe has been facing
since about the late-1990s have not only had an enormous impact on economic activity but will especially restrict potential output in the future. In addition to
technology and materials, the active working population is one of the main drivers of economic growth,
which is why initiatives and promotion programmes in
this area are indispensable. Structural economic indicators such as dependency ratios measure the ratio of
the young and old population in relation to the active
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working population3 and quantify existing pressure on
the working population over time. The proportion of
young people (0–19 years of age) dependent on the
working age population in 1992 ranged from a minimum
of 37 % in Germany to a maximum of 53 % in Portugal
with a mean of 45 % for the countries surveyed. In other words, approximately 37 young people were dependent on 100 workers in Germany. At the same time, the
dependency ratio of old people (60 and over) was more
concentrated around the 36 % mark across countries,
with Sweden and the Netherlands having the highest and lowest values of 43 % and 30 %, respectively.
20 years of structural changes in society, including a substantial decrease in birth rates, increased
labour market participation by women and longer
³ According to the Eurostat definition, there are two different
versions of the young and old dependency ratio, depending on
how the working population is defined. We used the second
version with a working population of between 20–59 years of age.

life expectancy produced a shift in the age distribution. While the dependency ratio of young p eople
fell dramatically in Spain and Portugal by more than
15 % points, all in all the decrease of 5 % points to
41 % on average at the end of 2012 was not that remarkable. However, the consequences of the new
demographics are evident when looking at the crosssectional change in old dependency ratios. While only
33 pensioners were dependent on 100 workers in
Finland in 1992, almost 50 pensioners were dependent on the same number of workers in 2012. Similar
developments took place in Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and Portugal, where thee % point increase
in the old dependency ratio was also more than 10 %
points. The demographic shift becomes evident when
looking at intra-age distribution in 1992 and 2012.
Two main results are significant here. The fraction of
young people in 1992 significantly surpasses distribution in 2012 reflecting the decreasing birth rate. At
the same time the ageing process in Europe led to a

Young and old dependency ratios in 2012 and population growth, 1992–2012
The size of bubbles corresponds to population growth between 1992 and 2012. Dependency ratios measure the ratio of the young and
old population in relation to the active working population in accordance with the Eurostat definition. The higher the ratio, the higher
pressure on the working population, 45° line
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Comparison of age distribution across Europe, 1992 and 2012
Each category shows the median and quantile distribution on 5 %, 25 %, 75 % and 95 % levels of the countries’ population proportion in
1992 and 2012. Countries included: AT, BE, FR, DE, UK, IE, IT, LU, NL, PT, ES, NO, DK, FI and SE.
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substantial increase in the proportion of people older than 49 years during this twenty-year period.
The consequences of the new age structure are twofold. In the future, output will be generated by a reduced working population, which will be continuously
under pressure as it has to finance an increasingly
older population with less and less young people joining in. One way to deal with these problems was
discussed in the late-2000s. On the one hand, policies such as better childcare to achieve higher birth
rates p rovide more or less mixed results d epending
on the region. On the other hand, legal changes to
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change the retirement age from 65 to 67 or even
later in the future were politically agreed on. We will
only be able to judge the success of these new policies in the medium term. Nevertheless, in the future
governments will be increasingly forced to make use
of political instruments to maintain competitiveness
and thus economic output. Encouraging immigration
of young and skilled people, introducing a later retirement age a nd/or reducing the pension amounts are
only some of the possibilities available to governments.
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European office markets
In the last thirteen years, prime office rents across Europe’s major cities have been characterized by cyclical movements with different lengths and magnitudes.
The extent to which rents have deviated from their
long-term trend is a direct reaction to changes in fundamental factors such as capital and labour markets,
risk perception, expectations and, of course, general
macroeconomic conditions. Real estate cycles in European office markets have furthermore been slower
to adjust and have exhibited a more stable convergence compared to the overall business cycle. However, during the last five years the performance of
European office markets has been subject to several changes in the macroeconomic situation, investor
risk aversion and, especially, scarce economic growth,
casting a different light on findings in an analysis of

pre-crisis market movements. As a consequence of
the financial crisis, office markets have c ontracted
and dynamic has ceased substantially in most cities,
leading to longer adjustment processes. In view of
these developments, it is important to analyse office market fluctuations in relation to long-term market trends, to study the dependencies between the
financial markets and the office market in more detail
and, lastly, to explore the connection between rents
and supply, taking into account that institutional factors have changed, particularly in the banking sector.
European office markets in long-term equilibri
um: Since the value of a property should generally
be equal to the current value of its future income
stream, prime yields are an indication of performance

Prime yield development in European office markets
Cyclical mean in prime yields of European cities. The area experienced yield compression for more than two periods.
Confidence intervals as standard deviation.
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that not only reflects rental growth potentials at a
certain discount rate but also tracks the dynamics on the market and market fluctuations over time.
When looking at the development and variation of
prime office yields across major European cities,
a continuing d ecline of about 1.5 % points on average can be observed between 2000 and the financial
crisis in the summer of 2007. With yields falling, investors are willing to pay higher prices, which means
they are more optimistic regarding rental growth
perspectives and view property as a lower risk investment, adjusting their risk premiums downwards.
Consequently, property is attracting more investor
demand resulting in increased transaction activity.

Q4 2000 to ±0.6 % points (5.3 %; 4.1 %) in Q2 2007. In
the second quarter of 2004, shortly after yields started to trend downwards, prime rents turned and entered
a generally accelerating growth phase that continued
until to the financial crisis hit, supporting the generally bullish market sentiment manifested in falling yields.
After about three and a half years of rental growth,
the outbreak of the financial crisis led to a dramatic
market correction, bringing the positive cyclical development to an end. Prime rents shifted from a YoY
growth of almost 20 % to a decline of about the same
magnitude within eight quarters. Construction and investment activity corrected as well and yields rose substantially to levels not seen since the early 2000s.

This overall development of falling risk expectations
and expansive investment activity took place in almost all cities across Europe, bringing the yield spread
within Europe down from ±1.4 % points (7.6 %; 4.9 %) in

The following cyclical market movements in the European office markets were characterised by a fundamentally different investor perception of risk, a more
restrictive lending environment and, consequently,

The rent growth cycle in European office markets
Cyclical mean in of YoY rent growth in European cities. The beige area experienced rent growth for more than two periods.
Confidence intervals as standard deviation.
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lower transaction volumes. Looking at the develop
ments of prime office yields after this correction phase,
it becomes evident that the spread of yields between
the different office locations in Europe is expanding
consistently, indicating that investors c learly differentiate between locations depending on the r egional/
local economic development. What is remarkable
about this process is that the average yield has not
changed significantly in the last three years, which
points to a large degree of variation between cities.
With regards to the prime rent cycle, the period following the correction phase in the wake of the financial crisis is characterised by low and stable growth
rates with no significant variation across cities.
Prime office yields and government bonds: The
developments in the global financial markets and the
ongoing debate about the creditworthiness of European countries have led to a massive divergence in

the risk assessment of countries and, consequently, in a countries’ risk-free rates, best represented by government bond yields. Government bond
yields act as an indication of a country’s financial
stress and vulnerability in meeting fiscal deficits and
were – prior to the financial crisis – characterized
by a more or less stable development and a high degree of convergence across the European countries.
The channel through which changes in the financial
markets affect development in real estate investments
is complex, given that real estate investment returns
depend on a series of factors such as economic growth
and inflation expectations, micro-market conditions
and, last but not least, property characteristics. Rental growth potentials and the value of a property are
directly influenced by valuation assumptions and inte
rest rates, which as such directly respond to fluctuations in the financial market. Based on this more or

Relationship between prime yields and 3 quarter-lagged government bonds
Government bonds at the end of the quarter.
The confidence-ellipse presents 90 % of the pairwise points.
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less theoretical context, prime yields are negatively related to the potential growth rate of a property’s cash
flows but positively influenced by risk-free rates and
the expected risk premium. Rising risk-free rates lessen investors’ appetite for real estate investment due
to increased opportunity costs, thus lessening the attractiveness of property as an asset in general.
Initially, the theoretical relationship between prime
yields and risk-free rates can easily be analysed graphically. Given that the office real estate cycle has a
longer adjustment period and changes in the financial market might therefore not be felt immediately, it
is necessary to make adjustments for certain timelags. Prime yields across 22 major European hubs during the period between the first quarter of 2001 and
the third quarter of 2013 show a positive relationship to government bonds with a lag of three quarters. The yield from government bonds ranges from
1.3 % to 13.5 % with a mean of 4 % over the observed
period, confirming the increased spread and volatility in the financial market of the last years. Furthermore, the univariate linear relationship confirms that
prime office yields do react to a countries’ financial stress proxied by government bonds. The confidence-ellipse in the graph represents the location of
90 % of the data points and indicates that the relationship is quite stable despite outliers in risk-free rates.
The aforementioned relationship can be s tatistically
confirmed for the entire sample using a panel regression model with prime yields as an endogenous variable
subject to the following (lagged) exogenous controls:
growth in rents, working population, vacancy rates in
percentage as well as market take-up in 1,000 m². The
regression equation and results are presented in the
table using two different specifications with regard to
the fixed effects. Model 1 presents the basic specification and confirms the expected negative relationship between rent and prime yields, i. e., the higher the
average rent growth, the lower the market prime yield
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ceteris paribus. Specifically, an increment of 100 basis points in government yields increases prime office
yields three quarters later by 21 basis points on average after adjusting for fixed and time-fixed effects
(model 2). The coefficient of the vacancy rate lagged
two quarters suggests across the two models that a
100-basis-point rise in empty leasable space increases prime yields by around 4 and 8 basis points on average. This low effect implies that the valuation of prime
properties is not particularly affected by the overall
market vacancy and that the demand for such properties remains quite stable over time. When looking at
market dynamic and market size, proxied by take-up,
Determinants of prime office yields –
panel regression results
T-statistic in brackets and standard errors calculated using
Arellano’s HCCME. N = 925. Significance level at 0.1 % (“***”),
1 % (“**”), 5 % (“*”) and 10 % (“.”). Unbalanced panel with 22 cities.
Regression equation with quarterly prime yields as dependent
variable (PYi,t) of city i and time t, μi, as the individual fixed effect,
β as the unknown coefficients and εi,t as the compound error term:

PYi,t = μi +

Exogenous variable

∆ Log (Renti,t)
GovBondsi,t-3
VacRatei,t-2
Log (TakeUpi,t-2)
Log (Wforcei,t-2)
Lag

Δ Log rent p. a.

0
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-3

Vacancy rates

-2
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Adjusted R²
Period

-2
-2
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-6.95***
[-7.89]

β + εi,t

(1)

Model 2
-3.23***
[-4.25]

0.21***

0.22***

[5.23]

[4.32]

0.04*

0.08**

[2.11]

[3.00]
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[-2.30]

0.87

2.26*

[1.25]

[2.07]

+/-

+/+
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a 1 % expansion in take-up decreases office yields between 31 and 11 basis points. Thus, the short-term response of yields is more elastic with regards to supply
of office space than to a change in vacant space. To
put it simply, increasing take-up diminishes prime office yields more than an increase in the vacancy rate.
Finally, working population has a positive but relatively low significant effect on yields and implies that the
performance of prime office properties generally independent on broad labour market development.
In order to identify the office markets more or less affected by movements in the financial market, the effect
of government bond yields on prime office yields discussed above can be further broken down at a country
level. The results shown below show the mean overall effect of government bond yields on prime office
yields on the left side of the graph and the analysis at

a country level within the sample on the right side. On
the one hand, French, Belgian and Dutch prime office
yields react more sensitively to changes in their domestic government bonds than the European average,
since a 100-basis-point increase in their risk-free rate
increases office yields by 43, 34 and 29 basis points,
respectively, while the European-wide average is only
20 basis points. On the other hand, Italy, Spain and
Sweden are less sensitive to movements on the financial markets, as a 100-basis-point rise only increases yields by 13, 16 and 16 basis points, respectively.
Ireland, the United Kingdom, Germany and Portugal,
however, show no substantial deviation from the overall European-wide trend. These results provide evidence that the performance of investments in prime
office properties can be effectively explained by changes in the domestic money market. The impact, however, varies significantly across the observed markets

The effect of a country’s risk on domestic office property markets
Results from the re-estimation of equation (1) with interaction dummies omitting μ i. Estimated coefficient (grey line) and the ±1 standard
error of interaction terms between government bonds and the country effect plus reference.
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Vacant space in the property market may surge prima
rily due to firms failing in their estimate of the right
market entry point and future demand, leading them
to sublet space or exit a market completely. But the increased flexibility and mobility of firms also results
in higher vacancies. Given that property markets can
only adjust slowly to an imbalance between supply and
demand, there will always be certain level of vacant
space to facilitate the necessary adjustment processes of firms, generally referred to as the “natural vacancy rate”. In other words, if there was no friction or
adjustment periods, supply and demand would match
perfectly and there would be no vacancy, a development that is apparently not to be found (anywhere).
Thus, from a long-term perspective the adjustment
process in the real estate market takes place in cycli
cal periods, where vacant space and rents adapt to
both the demand for and supply of new space.

and shows that investment decisions involving French,
Belgian and Dutch real estate assets should take the
movements of government bonds into consideration as a particularly important performance driver.
The office-space market and the rent cycle: The
rent growth cycle across European office markets in
the last decade has been subject to several structural breaks and changes. As already observed, cycles
with long continuous rent growth periods dominated
the market prior to the financial crisis. Since then, the
growth cycle has been weaker and rent growth on average has been below 3 % p. a. in all observed office markets. European office markets have also experienced a
change in demand and supply of space, since economic activity has been slow, the financing environment has
changed and the working population is increasingly under “financial pressure” due to the demographic shifts.

The relationship between rent and 3Q-lagged vacancy rates
Averages for 22 cities in each quarter.
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Vacant space indicates low demand for space at a certain point in time and/or a failure on the part of developers to provide new space at the right time, leading
companies to choose space in another location. Analysing the relationship between the (logarithmic) mean
prime rent and the three-quarters lagged office vacan
cy rate in 22 European cities between Q3 2001 and
Q3 2013 leads to the identification of three distinct
adjustment periods: In the first period, from the first
quarter of 2001 until the fourth quarter of 2004, the increase in the average vacancy rate from about 4.8 %
to 10.9 % led to a continuous reduction in the (logarithmic) mean rent, resulting in a more or less linear relationship between mean rent and lagged vacancy rate.
In the second period, between the first quarter of 2005
and the fourth quarter of 2008, higher absorption rates,
generally increasing space demand and correspondingly higher building activity led to market conditions

with slightly higher rents and substantially higher vacancy rates. Nevertheless, even during this period of
time a strongly linear relationship between prime rent
and vacancy rate could be observed. But the speed of
adjustment had changed. A similar change in the vacancy rate resulted in a much more extensive change
in prime rents in comparison to the prior cycle. In the
third period, starting at the beginning of 2009 and
still ongoing, the close relationship between v acancy
rates and prime rents seems to have vanished. This
“new” real estate cycle shows no clear relationship
between vacancy rates and rental movements. During this period, rents neither fell significantly despite
increased vacancy rates, nor showed a significant increase despite constant vacancy rates and improving
economic conditions. When looking at the development of rents during the last years, it is evident that
rent growth potentials in European prime office markets

Determinants of rents – panel regression results
T-statistic in brackets and standard errors calculated using
Arellano’s HCCME. N = 950. Significance level at 0.1 % (“***”),
1 % (“**”), 5 % (“*”) and 10 % (“.”). Unbalanced panel with 22 cities.
Regression equation with quarterly log rents in €/m² p. a. as
dependent variable (Log[Rent]i,t) of city i and time t, μi, as the
individual fixed effect, δ as the unknown coefficients and ψi,t as
the compound error term:
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are broadly shifting away from a city-wide common
cycle to a gradual regional development, indicating
that future investments in prime office assets will be
primar ily driven by regional factors in the short term.
In order to explain the main fundamental drivers behind rents in major European office markets, a p anel
regression calculation was undertaken with the
logar ithm of rents as the endogenous variable explained by government bonds, workforce, v acancy
rates and take-up. Models 1 and 2 illustrate the
main results with all 22 cities, only differing in the
use of time and fixed effects. The analysis was also
carried out with differentiation between city s izes
according to three equally distributed quartiles.
As expected, rents respond negatively to an increase in government bond yields. To be more precise, an increase of 100 basis points in the yield of
domestic government bonds leads to a decrease in
rents two quarters later of about 2 to 3 % on average. Interestingly, this effect is largely independent of
city size except for large cities, where the response
to domestic bonds is positive. The latter might be
considered a special result and the response to a different cyclical movement. Furthermore, changes in
the working population are a significant major driver behind the rent cycle. Looking at city sizes, a 1 %
increase of the workforce ups rents by 0.6 % in medium-sized cities and up to 1.1 % in large cities. Moreover, a 100-basis-point increase in vacant space relative
to market size has a negative impact on rents of 1 %
in small and medium-sized centres and up to 3 % in
large cities. In other words, the estimated elasticity
of rents with respect to vacancy implies a fall in rents
of about 3 % on average, attributable to a 1 % increase
in vacant space six months earlier. Lastly, take-up in
the o ffice market has a significant impact on rents,
namely 3 % in large centres and 1 % in small cities.
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Consequences on investment decisions: The turbu
lence in the financial market over the last years has
been accompanied by changes to the regulatory framework in order to ensure/restore stability and thus
lessen the system’s vulnerabilities. Given the transformed market conditions, the real estate industry in
general and the development and functioning of office markets especially have been altered, leading to a
change in the relationship between market fundamentals and returns, among others. While almost all markets responded similarly directly following the financial
crisis, recovery has been slow, has varied among different cities and has not reached the dynamic seen in
the years before the crisis. As a consequence, some
market indicators have become more important for
real estate investment and finance decisions and others less. A rise in government bonds, for example,
seems to be of much greater importance for investment decisions today than in the past. Conversely,
take-up levels seem to be of less importance in identifying market rental developments and the corresponding cash flow stability of investments, not least due
to the fact that economic activity is more concentrated in medium-sized and large cities across Europe.
The results of our analysis of 22 office markets
(2001 – present) indicate slow rent growth over the
last five years as well as a relatively static prime
yield development below long-term levels. In terms
of the influence of the financial market, a 100-basis-point change in the domestic risk-free rate should
cause property yields to change by 20 basis points
on average, as long as no other changes take place
at the same time. But this average masks extensive v ariation between the countries, as the effect is
up to 23 basis points higher in the office markets of
France, Belgium and the Netherlands, making them appear more vulnerable to changes in the financial markets than the rest of Europe. Furthermore, prime rents
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in large office markets like London, Paris and Frankfurt have been exceptionally sensitive to changes in
the working population in the last decade, indicating
more than twice the level seen in medium-sized cities and around 15 times the level seen in small cities.
All of these developments have a number of fundamental consequences for investors. Among others
this means that the understanding of the relationship between the financial market and the property
market is key in successfully exercising an investment strategy that aims to play the property cycle.
Additionally and at the other end of the spectrum of
factors influencing the performance of a single property, the local drivers of an asset have once again
become crucial to success, turning property investment from an excel exercise back into what it was
in the last century, a brick and mortar investment.
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European retail markets
Retail markets across Europe have experienced rapid and massive changes in the structure of retailer
demand, in technological progress and, most importantly, in consumer behaviour over the last oneand-a-half decades. Not only has this development
been accompanied by changes in the speed of consumption resulting in more volatile business cycles,
it has also been characterized by the introduction
of new trade channels, regardless of retail location.
In a general European context, the reaction of retail real estate markets to these movements has been
very mixed, with some cities being more successful in a dapting to this new technological and economic environment than others. Nevertheless, there is

a broad consensus in the market that the attractiveness and matur ity of retail markets is widely determined by how these tangible and intangible factors
are handled. In the a ssessment below, the first section d escribes the cyclical development of conventional
performance measures of retail real estate markets and
their movements over time. The second and third sections concentrate on the size of retail markets subject
to income, return and risk and the importance of senti
ment indicators in explaining market developments.
Cyclical market development: European retail markets are affected by changes in the economic environment in the short-to-medium term just as other real

Prime rents and city size
Cyclical mean of 27 main European cities according to three quartile population cohorts.
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increase in prime retail rents prior to the outbreak
of the financial crisis in large retail markets is significantly higher than in small or medium-sized markets.

estate sectors, but also have a high dependency on
fluctuations and structural changes in private consumer spending in the long-term. The structure of a retail
market in a given city is very diverse with regard to the
type of retail assets, e. g., from large shopping centres
to small discount centres and high-street shops. Furthermore, different types may adapt differently to demand factors such as city size, demographic structure
and income distribution. When we categorize the m
 ajor
European retail markets according to three equally
distributed size groups, initial indications of these differences become apparent. Looking at the average
prime rent of retail assets across 27 major E uropean
centres clustered in these three categories, the different rent potentials can be seen. While the average
prime rent in medium-sized cities remained more or
less stable during the entire period, the prime rent increase of retail assets in small and especially in large
cities between 2000 and 2007/2008 indicates an exponentially positive trend. As expected, the average

Even more interesting is the fact that the r ecessionary
shock in response to this growth rate in the wake of
the outbreak of the crisis after 2007 has been well absorbed by large retail centres in comparison to small
and medium-sized centres. Nevertheless, it has considerably weakened the overall speed of the growth
dynamic in the last few years. This city-size effect is
also present in the level and development of retail
prime yields. Interestingly, the achievable yield of retail assets in small centres prior to the crisis was about
20 basis points lower than in medium-sized and large
European retail centres. This picture has changed since
the outbreak of the crisis. Today as theoretically expected, city size negatively correlates with the yields
level: the bigger a city, the lower the yield achievable.
Yield levels in large retail centres are about 30 basis

The growth rent cycle and city size
Cyclical mean of 27 main European cities according to three quartile population cohorts.
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positively correlated with growth in retail sales. During these years, prime rents grew by about 72 basis
points for every additional 100-basis-point increase
in retail sales. Overall this translated to an average
growth rate in prime rents of about 5.2 % and average
retail sales growth of about 3.5 %. In the years up to
the financial crisis between 2005 and 2007, which in
general were characterized by solid economic development, this positive correlation vanished. Contrary to
past observations, a negative relationship even seems
to exist between retails sales growth and rents, albeit
a statistically insignificant one. Finally, in the third period since 2008, the retail sales-rent correlation more
or less returned to its level from the early 2000s, with
an additional rent increase of about 71 basis points and
additional retail sales growth of about 100 basis points.

points lower than in medium-sized centres and 35 to
40 basis points lower than in small centres. Additionally, prime yield levels across all markets, regardless of
size, converged for a short period at around 5.2 – 5.3 %.
Risk return, private consumption and market size:
Not surprisingly, the performance of retail assets highly correlates with changes in regional private consumption. Since the millennium, this relationship has proven
to be one of the determinants for the performance of
retail assets. Its influence has not been constant, however and, for instance, has proven to be partly negative
in the last years prior to the outbreak of the financial
crisis. Retail sales in main cities have, since the millennium, shown an annual growth rate within the range of
-5 % to +10 %, whereas prime rents have shown higher fluctuation between ±10 %. As is the case with prime
office rents, the time period since the millennium can
be split up in three distinctive phases. During the first
growth cycle between 2000 and 2004, rental growth

When investing in real estate assets, investors m
 ainly
look at the long-term relationship between risk and
return in a certain market/region in order to assess

Prime yields and city size
Cyclical mean of 27 main European cities according to three quartile population cohorts.
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Growth in prime retail rents and retail sales
2001–2004
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possible investment opportunities. Thus, from an institutional perspective, the mean total return and the
development of its components over time reflect the
properties in a retail market in terms of future capital
growth and income return expectations. When looking at the retail markets of thirteen European countries
since 2000, we see a very mixed picture with regard
to risk and return in line with the theoretical expectations that higher returns should only be achievable
at high-risk levels. A simple risk-return analysis illustrates the characteristic of a certain number of markets in achieving relative low returns in relation to
their implied risk, proxied by the historical volatility of
returns. Examples of these markets include the UK,
Sweden, Spain and Portugal, whereas other markets
offer high returns at low volatility levels, e. g., France,
Netherlands and Denmark. The Sharpe ratio additio
nally reveals that there is a massive divergence in
the pay-out ratio between risk and return, with German, Dutch and Danish retail markets achieving
more than twice the amount of units of return for one
unit of risk, whereas retail assets in the UK, Sweden
and Spain perform below a Sharpe ratio of one.
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The cyclical variation in retail markets since 2000
presents common trend movements and is – with a
multivariate correlation of almost 50 % – highly intraconnected. Prior to 2005, the movements of total return and its value component, capital growth, indicate
an exceptionally uniform distribution across all European markets with the extreme values not varying significantly except in 2002. The downturn in markets in
2008 reduced capital growth and income returns in
such a way, that in 2008 the mean total return for the
observed thirteen markets was negative. In comparison to other real estate classes, recovery in the retail property sector was moderately fast, perhaps due
to the activities of the national government to stimulate private consumption. However, the change in the
economic environment of the retail markets resulted
in a compression of both capital growth and income
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Consumer sentiment as a performance driver:
Consumer sentiment expresses how optimistic the population is with regard to the overall economic situation
and also how confident they feel with their spending
or saving decisions. This information has a large impact on economic development and is seen as a shortterm leading indicator for the overall business cycle.
In periods where people are willing to spend higher
amounts, retailers can adjust their strategies accordingly to maximize their sales. Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that retail trade of a certain
product or in a certain region or both cannot be compared to consumer sentiment without an aggregation
problem. Therefore, in order to examine the correlation between retail trade and consumer sentiment, a
proxy for the overall retail trade volume indicator is
needed in order to proxy actual performance in the retail market. Looking at the YoY changes in the average
of consumer sentiment indicators of the OECD for Germany, the Netherlands, France, Belgium, Finland, Portugal, Italy, Spain and Sweden, the general business
cycle becomes clearly apparent. Prior to the financial
crisis, sentiment was accompanied by low volatility,
as were most economic indicators in general. However, since 2009 it has been characterized by marked
phases with significant booms and busts, which naturally correlate highly with fundamental economic data.
With regard to the retail index, the results show constant development in trade volumes with a neutral correlation to sentiment prior to 2007, followed by a strong
increase in the correlation between the two indicators
and thus an improvement in its predictability. As a consequence, an increase in consumer sentiment today
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Risk, return and reward in European retail markets
Return and volatility calculated in euro at the end of the year.
Earliest date 2000. Sharpe ratio is calculated as return divided by
volatility in units.
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income return prior to 2005 was around 6.5 % on average, this has shifted downwards to a mean return of
about 5.7 % in the last five years. Additionally the deviation around this mean had decreased considerably as
well. The same pattern, but less extreme, has also been
apparent in the capital growth figures since 2010/2011.
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tells us much more about the future dynamic of retail
trade volumes than it did in the early 2000s. Looking
at the lead-lag relationship, a one-year lag between
sentiment and retail trade volume seems to generate
the best explanatory power since 2008, while explanatory power hardly exists prior to 2007. With regard to
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Performance components of European retail markets over time
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Consumer sentiment as a principal driver for retail trade
YoY change in the mean value indicator and standard deviation range for DE, NL, FR, BE, FI, PT, IT, ES and SE.
Seasonal and MA-transformed sentiment indicator and retail trade volume from OECD.
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investment decisions, it is therefore important to observe current willingness to spend in order to estimate future trends in retail markets and vice versa.
Investors will therefore have to adapt their analytical
framework to the changed economic and institutional environment. Whether this is a lasting change will
only become apparent when all the government measures and initiatives introduced after the outbreak of
the financial crisis have expired or are discontinued.
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General outlook,
challenges and expectations
In the current macroeconomic environment, the investment landscape is still characterized by low inflation, low interest rates and low, but improving, growth
prospects. The real estate market is currently seeing an increased willingness on the part of investors
to take additional risks in their portfolios as well as
a demand for core/core-plus properties that clearly exceeds current supply. All of these combined lead
to uniformly decreasing prime yields across property types and smaller capital and rental growth perspectives compared to the last decade. Consequently,

Looking at the broad picture, the European economic
gloom of the past few years is more or less gone
and there are strong signs that some of the h ardest
hit countries are “on the mend”. The plentiful provision of liquidity to the economy in past few years
has generated mixed results in the real economy,
but the overall figures suggest that the Euro Zone is
out of its second recession since the financial crisis.
We are undoubtedly a long way away from a solid
self-supporting upswing; however the f undamentals
in the Euro Zone have gradually recovered.

Total office and retail return perspectives
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income return will play the dominant role in the years
to come in the performance of property investments,
measured by total return. Tenant demand and the management of existing tenants will play a major role in
securing a stable income return. Therefore, asset and
property management capacities will be the main drivers of property performance in terms of guaranteeing outperformance of general industry benchmarks.
The markets still offer a wide variety of opportunities and risks for property investors. On the one hand,
rental growth perspectives will be subdued in general, while on the other investor interest in property will
remain high due to the ongoing low bond yield environment. As more and more Euro Zone or Europeanbased investors are turning to value-added strategies,
it would appear as if they have realized that prime office and retail yields in core locations have again
reached levels where capital growth perspectives will
be limited. Consequently, the downward pressure on
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prime yields from that side will ease slightly. If government bond yields start to rise, it will be in an envi
ronment of substantial economic growth, resulting
in positive market sentiment and, ultimately, rental growth. Overall, this will create a market environment in which trophy and well-located assets will see
yields fall further. At the same time, asset-management-intensive assets will see demand surge, further
narrowing the historically high property yield gap between prime and secondary locations as well as between first, second and third-tier cities considerably.
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Country abbreviations: AT = Austria, BE = Belgium, CH = Switzerland, CZ = Czech Republic, DE = Germany,
DK = Denmark, ES = Spain, FI = Finland, FR = France, GR = Greece, HU = Hungary, IE = Ireland, IT = Italy,
LU = Luxemburg, NL = Netherlands, NO = Norway, PL = Poland, PT = Portugal, SE = Sweden, UK = Great Britain
Other abbreviations: CEE= Central and Eastern Europe, HCCME = Heteroscedasticity-Corrected Covariance
Matrix Estimator, MA = Moving Average, PIIGS = Portugal, Ireland, Italien, Greece and Spain, QoQ = Quarter-onQuarter, YoY = Year-on-Year
In essence the following sources have been used for the report: AFME, BBSR, BIS, BNP Paribas Real Estate,
CBRE, CECODHAS, CIA, Commercial Mortgage Alert, EIU, Euroconstruct, European Mortgage Federation, Eurostat,
ECB, INREV, IPD, IMF, KTI, Lloyds Banking Group, OCED, Regiograph, Reuters, UN, vdp
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